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Linda Lewin Graif 

The Paradox of Public Discourse: 
Designing Vancouver Library Square 

A rchitecture is a di sc ipline that operates in a complex public 
arena. While architecture may be defined as the art and sci

ence of conceptualizing the built environment, the journey from 
the drawing board to the constructed artifact is a perilous one. 
The architect's initial concept, itself subject to constraints of many 
kinds, must be negotiated with clients, engineers, contractors, 
financial partners, special interest groups, and the general pub
lic. Architecture, particularly public architecture, is inherently 
non-hermetic and, as such, is open to challenge and debate. 

Of all Moshe 
Safdie' s Can a dian 

projects, Vancouver 
Library Sguare pro
duced one of the most 
exhau,stive and com
preh ensiv e discu s
sions about the role of 
architecture in public 
'life. Of particular in
teres t are the nature 
and scope of the pub
lic discourse arising 
from the singular set 
of circumstances sur
rounding it. A wide 
range of issues re
lated to preservation, 
politics, economics, 
culture, and aesthet-
ics converged in an 

"Libraries have always 
represented the cultural 

heritage of a society. 
As such, they must 

transcend the commercial 
architecture of our time." 

Moshe Safdie 

"Probably you'll love it. 
You did vote for it after all. 

Highbrow critics may 
attack it as Caesar's Palace 

but for you faux is fine. 
You don't know the difference 

between modern and 
post-modern, anyway." 

Doug Ward, 
The Vancouver Sun , 24 May 1995 

atmosphere of vigorous and often heated debate. This essay ex
amines the public and p rofessional exchanges engendered by the 
Vancouver Library Sguare project and illustrates the potential 
conflicts inherent in the public nature of architecture. 

Despite the apparent dialogue between the public and the 
professionals on the Vancouver Library Sguare project, I would 
argue that this discourse had a negligible impact on the outcome 
of the design . Rather than emerging as a vital part of the discus
sion, public response was solicited but then disregarded by pro
fessionals in the fields of archi tecture and politics .' 



Fig . 1. Model of original design . 
(Moshe Safd ie Archive, Canadian Architecture 

Collection (CAC), McGill University libraries) 

This essay w ill examine 
the evolution of the library as 
a building type; the back
ground of the development of 
Vancou ver Library Square; the 
design selection process that encomp assed the archi tectural com
petition, public response, and the impact of public opinion on 
the final choice; Safdie's original design for Vancouver Libra ry 
Square and the goals and philosophy out of which it arose; the 
design revisions recommended by the jury before construction 
commenced; an overview of the professional and public response 
to the completed building; and a look at Vancouver Library 
Square five years after its inauguration - the response of its 
administrators, u sers, and the general public. 

The Evolution of the Library as a Building Type• 

The library was a place designed specifically for the storage of 
texts and the provision of access to them. As such, its history has 
been characterized by the nature of the texts it holds, from papy
rus rolls and cuneiform table ts, codices and printed books to mi
croforms and digital forms. The technology of s torage and the 
notion of access have had to keep pace with textual develop
ments, and so the very buildings that h ouse them have under
go ne radical changes. 

Ancient Greek and Roman libraries were located in palaces, 
municipal buildings, and temples, and some were open to the 
public. Following their dissolution, literature in medieval Europe 
survived in monastic and cathed ral collections. The typica l li
brary consisted of a long narrow room lighted on both sides with 
windows and furnished with rows of lectern desks. While the 
desks were gradually replaced by the alcove system at the end of 
the Middle Ages, the longitudinal rooms were retained as la te as 
the eighteenth century. 

In the early Renaissance priva te collections began to grow, 
inspired by the revival of humanistic literature . Wall shelving 
and galleries were introduced, resulting in a spacious hall. Even
tually the wall system proved inadequa te, and by the early nine
teenth century the reading hall was sepa ra ted from the storage 
area. The need for light engendered ingenious solutions such as 
clerestoreys, lunettes, and skylights. 

By the late nineteenth century social pressures led to the de
velopment of the public library in its modern form. The Boston 
Public Library, the Italianate cinquecento-style building by McKim, 
Mead and White inaugurated in 1895, was the prototype of the 
public library as we know it today, a building designed espe
cially as a library. 

A basic functional change began to affect the interior plan-
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Fig . 2. View of south piazza 
with stepped amphitheatre: 
Robson and Homer Streets. 
(Moshe Safdie Archive . CAC , 

McGill University Libraries) 

ning of libraries. The public library not only provided places for 
study but now also loaned books for use off the premises. To
ward the end of the nineteenth century the system of "open ac
cess" was instituted, revolutionizing library layo ut in tw o ways: 
first, bookshelves had to be low and spaced far enough apart for 
readers to use; second, as a m eans of p reventing theft, the "check
out" counter near the exit doors became almost universal in public 
library buildings for most of the twentieth century. 

In the last years of the nineteenth and the first years of the 
twentie th century, public libraries became ubiquitous features 
of the North American landscap e when Andrew Carnegie estab
lished thousands of library buildings across the continent. Re
ferring to the library as " the p eople 's university," Carnegie 
believed that free libra ri es wou ld elevate the sta tus and produc
tiv ity of the community as a whole . 

The design of the library building up to World War II rarely 
indicated the activity within. Life inside the institution was clea rly 
separate from that of the community a t large. The prevailing style 
tended toward the monumenta 1- buildings drama tical! y se t on 
podia , symboli cally eleva ted above the quotidian as befi tting an 
edifice devoted to scholarly pursuit and intellectual acti vity. Fol
low ing World War II, a great explos ion in the amount of pub
lished material resulted in a corresponding increase in the number 
of readers. Library use grew exponentially, and the programmatic 
scope of the building reflected social and political change. The 
assumption that the contents of the library were understood and 
appreciated by only a few gave way to the notion that the for
merly sequestered temple to culture was to serve as a resource 
for the general public. This p aradigm shift was reflected in the 
d rama tica ll y al_tered scale a nd complexity of the building. 

The library building of the las t part of the twentieth century 
has become a multi-use complex conceived as a centre of activity 
and constm1ption, a hybrid structure in which the library is but one 
element of a cultural setting. Retail, dining, entertainment, lectures, 
exhibitions, da y-care facili ties, and nmd-raising now vie with the 
original mission of the library as a place for study and reflection. 
The glazed entrances and grand atria speak to new intentions that 
encourage cmrunw1ication between the library and its expanded 
audience and demonstrate the extent to which the library has be
come prin1arily a public institution. Today's library complex reflects 
a more ludic definition of culture, attracting p atrons to the library's 
tlu·eshold in an atmosphere of ftm and expectation. Jefferson's dic
tum that "Nothing of mere amusement should lum ber a public li
brary" seems far removed from modern-day applications-' 

Among the consequences of the increase in the number of 
people frequenting cultural ins titutions is the more vulnerable 
position of culture in the realm of public policy. While the com-
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Fig . 3. Moshe Safd ie 
Sketchbook No. 72 
(27 December 1991). 
(Moshe Safdie Archive. CAC, 

McGill University Libraries} 

Fig . 4. View of concourse 
looking northward 

(photo L. Noppen). 

munity to a g rea ter 
or lesser extent sup
ports government 
funding of the arts, 
this support has in
evitably invited public partici
p a tion. By th e end o f the 

twentieth century, few public cultural institutions can expect to 
revise or reform either their programs or their architecture with
out w ide-open and often lively discussion. 

For most of the twentieth century a library was defined by its 
holdings. Indeed, the greatest of the world's libraries were judged 
by the number of their catalogued items. The vastly expanded and 
transformed information network makes the library of the late 
twentieth century a very different place from what it was even a 
few decades ago. The contemporary library has been undergoing 
a shift from a print-based repository to a global digital informa
tion service. The introduction of new technologies into the library 
setting has created new imperatives for the physical environment. 

The card catalogues near the entrance have all but disap
peared, superseded by the computer-filled "Informa tion Mall," 
"Information Commons," or "Information Cafe." Buildings pro
vide the m etaphor for the ways in w hich information is stored 
and presented. The prolifera tion of linguistic definitions illus
trates how libraries are appropria ting models from the business 
and academic domains, thus bridging private and public realms. 
Public sp aces - the mall, common s, cafe - are non-hierarchical 
communal sp aces inhabited by people and housing computer 
work stations with access to online catalogues, databases, CD
ROM networks, and the World Wide Web, thus coll ap sing bor
ders between m edia, time, and space. 

It can be argued that with the emergence of the digital li
brary the need for a building in which to house it has waned . Yet 
the library s tructure continues to serve a vital role: it affirms our 
belief in know ledge as an essential element of our culture as well 
as responding to a desire for coll ectiv ity. A library requires a 
physical setting to give it identity and to support its activities 
and serv ices . This communal character guarantees its persever
ance as a building type. 

Background of Vancouver Library Square 

In North America the 1990s were distinguished by a resurgence 
of library building on a scale virtually unprecedented in any pre
vious decade. This ten-year p eriod saw more than US $2.7 billion 
in library construction and renovation, almost 50 percent more 
than was spent throughout the entire 1980s' New central libra r
ies that opened during this period include such major buildings 
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Fig. 5. Sketchbook No. 78 (23 December 1992 ). 
(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, McGill University Libraries) 

and, in the United States, Chicago's Harold Washington Library 
(Illinois), Phoenix Central Library (Arizona), San Antonio Cen
tral Library (Texas), and San Francisco Public Library (Califor
nia). A special issue of Architecture notes the role of the library in 
the cityscap e: "No longer simple reference centers, these new li
braries are being conceived as civic magnets - cornerstones of 
urban revitaliza tion designed to bring people back downtown." ' 

Th e construction of Vancouver Library Squa re took place 
during this period, the politica l impetus for w hich was provided 
by then-Mayor Gordon Campbell during the municipal elections 
in 1988.6 H e explained, "I had been Mayor for two years and I 
wanted to have a building tha t 'belonged to the ci tizens of 
Vancouver' and that they all felt had as much to recommend it 
as did our natural surroundings [ ... ] this was one of the most 
positive projects that I undertook as Mayor."7 It was also to be 
Campbell's only major civic project. 

The program of Vancouver Library Square ca lled for a dy
namic, people-oriented information and cultural centre that would 
reflect the idea of a "p eople's uni versity" for the citizens of 
Vancouver. Because the library was intended as the most impor
tant civic and cultural facility in the area, it was part of the city's 
plan to shift urban renewal to the south and east, thereby ener
gizing future development and the growth of the downtown area • 

Since 1957 the Vancouver Public Library had occupied the 
premises at 750 Burrard Street; an International-s tyle building 
designed by Howard Semmens and Douglas Simpson .10 After 35 
years the library had outgrown its physical plant and technologi
cal capabilities; only half of its collection was accessib le to the pub
lic. According to Madge Aalto, director of the Vancouver Public 
Library since 1988, "It was overcrowded, overused, overaged." " 

In January 1989 the Vancouver Public Library board commis
sioned an exhaustive twenty-month, $300,000 study to reassess 
and consolidate previous planning efforts and to outline the scope 
of services required by all branches of the Vancouver Public Li
brary system into the twenty-firs t century. The findings were sum
marized in a 300-page report that called for a new central library 
to replace the existing building, a new branch in the Renfrew
Collingwood area, the examination of the collection, and finally 
the redevelopment of the system over a 25-year period. " There
port represented the outcome of an intense period of assessment, 



Fig. 6. Transverse section 
through library. 
(Moshe Safdie Archive, CAC , 

McGill Univers ity Libraries) 

analysis, and decision making by the staff of the library system, 
public meetings, and an analysis of written responses from the 
public. This information would form the basic instructions to the 
architects who would eventually compete for the commission. 

K y Je Mitchell, chair of the library board, spoke of a continu
ous level of public engagement: "Vancouver Public Library is 
one of the most utilized public library systems in North America 
[ ... ] During the initial planning phase, we spent considerable time 
in communities throughout Vancouver [ ... ]listening to people 
speak about what they wanted in a new central library. We also 
had to undertake a city-wide campaign to generate support for a 
referendum that would be needed to fund the project[ ... ] This 
was the largest project the City of Vancouver had ever under
taken. We wanted them involved."13 

In November 1990 a referendum was held as part of the 
municipal elections. Sixty-nine percent of the voters approved 
the expenditure of $29.5 million for the new main library and a 
branch in Renfrew. " This would bring the total number of 
branches in the library system to 21. On 21 August 1991 city offi
cials selected the site for the proposed library complex: a vacant 
block owned by the federal government and known as B.lock 56. 
On 6 December 1991 the city purchased the block for $14 million 
(although the market value of the land was $26 million). 15 The 
site was bounded by Georgia Street on the north, Hamilton on 
the east, Robson on the south, and Homer on the west. A car 
park occupied the site surrounded by the CBC building, the 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre, and the main post office building. 

The financing of Vancouver Library Square involved three 
levels of government. In addition to the $29.5 million approved 
in the 1990 referendum, the city sold municipal bonds totaling 
$27 million. Another $22.9 million was eventually realized from 
the sale of the old library building. Income from retail establish
ments, restaurants, and parking fees from Library Square was to 
be added to the capital. A private fund-raising initiative, the Li
brary Square Capital Campaign, was to add another $12 million.16 

More creative, however, were agreements with the federal 
and provincial governments. The federal government agreed to a 
25-year lease-purchase deal for the office tower, an arrangement 
designed to help pay Library Square's mortgage. The federal gov
ernment would assume ownership at the end of that period and 
contribute $7 million to the project. The provincial government 
through the B.C. Building Corporation agreed to contribute $8.4 
million to build two additional storeys above the library build
ing, which would serve as provincial office space. These floors 
would revert to the library for expansion or revenue in 20 years. 17 

Yet the undertaking met with resistance almost from its in
ception.18 The earliest critique questioned the selection of the new 
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Fig . 7. View of access floor 
(photo Michal Ronnen Safdie) 

(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

site and the relocation of the library from a prominent downtown 
intersection at Robson and Burrard to a new facility on the east
ern fringe of downtown, away from the pedestrian and public 
transit facilities . It was seen as an "opportunity to develop an 
orphan block on the coattails of the federal government, rather 
than the public interest."19 While Bing Thom, architect and chair 
of the Library Steering Committee, conceded that no site could 
improve on that of the old library, the price for a new location 
was right, especially as the downtown core had begun to shift 
east to Cambie and south to Pacific Streets. The block was ex
pected to become the hub of a new city centre within the decade.20 

A second line of criticism focused on the fate of the old li
brary building. The city council had earmarked the building for 
demolition as the high-density zoning of its real estate would help 
pay for the costs of the Library Square project. ' 1 The site was re
zoned for the highest density available, a 26-storey development. 
Nevertheless, a movement emerged to save the existing library 
and grant it heritage status. University of British Columbia pro
fessors, Andrew Gruft and Rhodri Windsor Liscombe argued for 
the building's preservation, citing it as "one of the best examples 
of buildings of the modern movement."" Regarding Gordon 
Campbell's insistence that the former library was a liability Toronto 
architectural critic Adele Freedman observed, " [i ]f you were mayor 
of Vancouver intent on raising a crowd-pleaser, would you let 
something like heritage get in the way of maximum bucks?"23 

The city council's decision to sell the building with a demo
lition permit was a crucial step in raising the estimated $30 mil
lion to finance the new library. The sole councilor to vote against 
the sale and demolition was Lynne Kennedy, who had recently 
resigned as the city's H eritage Advisory Committee's chair to 
take a council seat. She noted, "100 years from now people will 
look back and say, 'Those barbarians, they destroyed a whole 
style of architecture for purely economic reasons'."'' 

The library was sold for $22.9 million in December 1994 to 
the Edgecombe Group Inc. and was d esignated a landmark heri
tage building. Completely renovated as a commercial building, 
it currently houses Virgin Records, a TV station, and a branch of 
the Planet Hollywood chain of restaurants." 

Selection Process 

Because Vancouver Library Square would be a vast project depen
dent on public ftmds and goodwill, the city council, acting on advice 
from Bing Thorn, wanted to avoid the controversy that would doubt
less surrmmd an outright patronage appointment. Its members 
elected instead to hold a limited competition requiring the compet
ing architects to present and defend their vision in a public forum.26 

But the idea of establishing such a forum was instantly ve-
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toed by the Architectural Institute of British Columbia (AIBC), 
which feared that the competition process "would become a cir
cus. Architectural excellence- not personality, and not rhetoric 
-is the whole point of a competition."27 Moreover, the rules of 
competition insist on anonymous submissions. A discussion be
tween city representatives and the AIBC resulted in an extension 
of the rules of the Royal Architecture Institute of Canada (RAIC) 
to include an anonymous public presentation of the three final
ists in Stage 2 of the competition, called "Expression of Vision.""' 

While many architects would have preferred an open com
petition, this decision was not theirs to make. Not only did the 
AIBC endorse the competition, but it also provided a professional 
advisor, Rand Thompson, architect of Chernoff Thompson Ar
chitect, to ensure the fair administration of the process.29 

In September 1991, the City of Vancouver launched a two
stage process for the selection of an architectural firm. Stage 1, 
the "Call for Expression of Interest," was a pre-qualification stage 
to select three firms that would participate in a limited design 
competition.30 Implicit in this "Call for Expression of Interest" 
was the search for an international "star" who would guarantee 
world-wide interest in and publicity for the project. All respon
dents were to be affiliated with a British Columbia firm and re
viewed by a seven-member Proposal Evaluation Committee 
coordinated by Rand Thompson.31 

Each team of architects would make a formal presentation 
to the committee, including written proposals that outlined its 
approach. Then each team would be interviewed: How would it 
analyze the different site requirements, slope, traffic, and prox
imity to downtown? How would it handle design direction? How 
would it administer the construction phase? What kind of vision 
did it have for this building?32 

The competition parameters outlined that the architects were 
to "create facilities which have symbolic meaning, that are func
tional, that respond to the needs of their users and can be con
structed on time within their budget." Twenty-seven firms 
responded to the "Call for Expression of Interest." On 15 Octo
ber 1991, eight semi-finalists were culled from this list of 27." 
This was reduced further to seven consortia following the with
drawal of James Stirling, who cited dissatisfaction with the 
committee' s "unrealistic" expectations of preliminary design 
work and what he saw as the paucity of qualified judges.34 
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Fig . 8. Massing study models 
(photo Michal Ronnen Safdie). 

(Moshe Safd ie Archive , CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

Fig . 9. Section through 
library block and arcade. 
(Moshe Safd ie Arch ive, CAC , 

McGill University Libraries) 

Adele Freedman cast a scornful eye on both finalists and jury 
as "a mix of local heroes, outsiders from Ontario, and big-time 
U.S. operators[ .. . ] It goes without saying the city of Vancouver 
wasn't shooting for the dreamer or the little guy[ ... ] Much less 
encouraging is the makeup of the jury, which looks to be another 
case of cultural immaturity."35 Freedman's trenchant stance may 
be the point from which to question the entire process of engag
ing public discourse in professional consideration for the design 
of Vancouver Library Square. At the outset, Freedman identified 
caustically the political and civic yearnings for a world-class build
ing that would put Vancouver on the architectural map, as it were. 
And the professional community divided itself along several lines: 
the matter of "outside" versus "inside" firms became the subject 
of heated debate. Moreover, one position held that only estab
lished firms had the wherewithal to bring the project in on time 
and under budget, while the other decried the limited competi
tion as forcing out talented younger architects. 

The three finalists were announced on 27 November 1991: Bos
ton-based Moshe Safdie and Associates, Inc., working with Downs/ 
Archambault & Partners; the Los Angeles-based Hardy Holzman 
Pfeiffer Associates in joint venture with Waisman Dewar Grout Carter 
Inc.; and the Toronto firm of Kuwahara Payne McKenna Blumberg 
Architects in association with James K.M. Cheng Architects and 
Musson Catell Mackey Partnerships.36 The process of selecting a 
winner from the three finalists was entrusted to the Selection Advi
sory Committee (SAC), a nine-member jury.37 The jury's delibera
tions were based, in part, on reports and recommendations from the 
Urban Design panel, the Technical Advisory committee (primarily 
city and library staff), and the Library User Advisory committee. 

The six evaluation criteria used by the Technical Advisory 
committee to assess the planning and urban performance of the 
three final submissions were built form, public open space, street 
response, accessibility of library, Library Square as catalyst, and 
image. Safdie's scheme, known as Submission C, scored a total of 
45.5 points out of 60.38 The Urban Design panel, composed exclu
sively of architects, landscape architects, engineers, and planners, 
reviewed the schemes on 25 March 1992. The panel voted 8 to 1 
in favour of Submission C. However, the Library User Advisory 
committee believed that Proposal C contravened the functional 
criteria and scored it only 47 out of a possible 85 points. 39 The 
findings of the individual committees would form the basis of 
the required modifications to the winning design and will be dis
cussed in the section "Vancouver Library Square as Built." 

Community Phase 

On 3 March 1992, the Vancouver City Council and the Vancouver 
Public Library launched the final stage of the Library Square com
petition by unveiling the three finalists' designs submitted anony-



Fig. 10. View of reading 
arcade. 
(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC , 

McGill Universi ty Libraries) 

mously as Proposals A, B, and C, consistent with RAIC competi
tion rules. 40 They were presented successively at City Hall, the 
existing library, two community centres, the Vancouver Art Gal
lery, and a shopping mall for three weeks in March 1992.41 

This community phase was coterminous with the jury's de
liberation and was intended to continue the level of public en
gagement with the project. At this time the public was asked to 
respond to a questionnaire seeking its opinion on which of the 
three finalists' schemes it found most appealing. An initial print
ing of 500 questionnaires proved inadequate as some 7,000 people 
responded, voting overwhelmingly- 70 percent- in favour of 
the "Roman Coliseum," as Proposal C was dubbed." 

"Like everything, very interesting" 

"Only design that is interesting" 

"Very striking, but too Disneylandish, tacky" 

"Classy, historical" 

"It is aesthetic to the maximum. It would look great in Italy" 

"The coliseum model seems an ironic historical parallel, 
a joke on Vancouver. The decadence and conceit of Rome" 

"Most memorable and different" 

"Classical, will not fade with time" 

"Will bring in tourists to see this one" 

"Why are we drifting back to the past?" 

The written responses ranged from enthusiastic acceptance to bewildered resistance. 

Christopher Hume called the display "In a city where architec
ture is a spectator sport[ ... ] the hottest show in town," and appar
ently had no difficulty in identifying the source of Proposal C: 
"Submitted by none other than Moshe Safdie [ . .. ] it is pure Disney, 
an instant ruin." Commenting acidly on the library structure flanked 
by a 21-storey tower "in the manner of a toilet bowl and its tank," 
Hume cited Vancouver's "California-complex" and concluded, "Pro
posal C has a good chance of taking the prize. It's like, really neat."43 

A special council meeting at City Hall on 24 March 1992, of
fered citizens an opportunity to present their views. Although the 
public consultation process was unprecedented in Canadian ar
chitectural competitions, it actually served as only one of the fac
tors that the jury considered. One might challenge the validity of 
public engagement in a discourse with professionals and experts 
in the field . Certainly the use of this discourse to further the re
quirements of political expediency might seduce the public into 
believing the myth of its own authority. Gordon Campbell said: 
"As it was the public's embrace of the project meant that it be
longed to the public, which was one of the critical components of 
the project for me when I initiated it as Mayor." 44 

That a "public" building can "belong" to the people is at once 
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Fig. 11. Moshe Safdie Sketchbook 
No. 74 (19 March 1992). 
(Moshe Safd ie Archive, CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

a visionary ideal and a disin
genuous pose: public opinion, 
in the form of "comment" 
cards, was solicited for a vote 
to contribute municipal funds 

for a building and not to achieve some vast utopian goal. And yet 
even seasoned professionals had to acknowledge that the project 
tapped into a yearning for the expression of civic pride. "People 
seemed to like the boldness of the scheme," Bing Thorn observed. 
"It really represents what Vancouver wants to be."45 Similarly, 
Madge Aalto commented, "I believe that the jury saw the Safdie 
design as having the potential to be a 'great public building'."46 By 
appearing to encourage public appreciation for the design before 
its implementation, the politicians involved in the process man
aged to obtain much of the necessary funding for the project. And 
Safdie himself delineates the possible uses of "public" opinion: 
speaking five years later on the role of community participation in 
the building of the Salt Lake City Main Library, he allowed, "I 
would like to encourage Salt Lake people to take an interest, to 
come to all the public presentations and feel free to express their 
views when it is appropriate" (italics mine)." 

The architect's own qualifying phrase underscores the arch
ness of canvassing "the people" for their response to a project actu
ally undertaken by highly trained and vetted professionals. Andrew 
Gruft is similarly skeptical: "You can't solve things like this [Library 
Square] by popularity poll. That's making a mockery of public par
ticipation. Safdie' s building was clearly the most popular, but why? 
Because it's splashy! It's easy to 'read.' It made the biggest gesture."48 

Gruft's frankness illuminates the possible and serendipitous 
convergence of popular taste with the more sophisticated and 
informed aesthetic that determined the jury's choice of design. 
Safdie himself outlines the perils of offering the public a decep
tively inflated sense of its own power. "One side of me says 'Trust 
the public, their instincts are probably better than the more com
plicated thinking of the professionals.' Another side of me shud
ders at the fact that it [public opinion] could eliminate any kind 
of avant garde solution which, by its nature, takes time to get used 
to."4

' And so the apparently sincere and democratic attempt to 
include vox populi in the design considerations of an architec
tural project is revealed as choreography by self-interested poli
ticians currying favour with the voting citizenry. 

The Selection of Moshe Safdie and Associates 

On 14 April1992 the architects of Proposal C- the joint venture 
of Moshe Safdie and Associates, Inc. and Vancouver architects 
Downs / Archambault & Partners- were declared the winners 
of the Vancouver Library Square competition, subject to clarifi-
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Fig . 12. Shenzhen Cultural Center. Plan of library level 5. 
(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, McGill University Libraries} 

cation of design 
concepts and bud
getary issues. 

The Selection 
Advisory Committee (SAC) underlined the fact that the compe
tition had not been held to select a detailed design but was con
cerned instead with discovering the architect who, in its opinion, 
demonstrated an understanding of library design and who pos
sessed an ability to respond to the unique features of the site, 
providing the city with not only a practical but an inspiring build
ing. Responding to the distinctive and compelling features of 
Safdie's proposal, the report stated, "The Committee particularly 
commends this design for its elliptical form, double wall appear
ance, loggia at the roof and galleria space."50 

Yet the final decision of the jury in favour of Safdie's design 
provoked immediate opposition from within the architectural 
community: "once again, a team spearheaded by Moshe Safdie, 
[ ... ]emerged from a restricted architectural selection process to 
design one of Canada's landmark buildings[ ... ] Architects and 
critics are cringing at the literal historicism, and questioning the 
appropriateness of the imagery."51 

James Cheng, who worked with Kuwahara Payne McKenna 
Blumberg on Submission A, concedes that their design was too 
conservative and accords Safdie a certain praise: "If I were the 
city fathers and I wanted to build the biggest legacy of the past 
fifty years, I'd raise a statement that my grandchildren would be 
proud of. And Safdie's strength is that he understands the big 
statement."52 

Perhaps the clearest understanding of what is entailed in a 
world-class architectural competition was articulated by Rich
ard Archambault, principal of Downs / Archambault & Partners: 
"I think that it is important to win the job, and then benefit from 
the users' input on functional and relationship matters, as we 
were able to do during the design development stage."53 

In the public press the response was mixed, although it was 
clear that the project generated considerable excitement. Admir
ers felt that the building would be an interesting and long-over
due addition to the cityscape, while critics grumbled about the 
"Coliseum," seeing it as the emblem of an ancient culture and 
therefore inappropriate for a young, v ital city like Vancouver. 
Coverage of the story appeared almost daily in the local press 
and on the day the winner of the competition was announced, 
the local CBC television station led its newscast with the story. 54 

Design 

Any discussion of Safdie's vision for Vancouver Library Square 
must consider the project in relation to its original intentions and 
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design philosophy. Safdie's proposal was guided by three pri
mary concerns as articulated in his submission: 

1. [ ... ] the design for the Library must create a meaningful sym
bol for Vancouver, one with an appropriate image and character. 
2. The design for the Vancouver Public Library must recog
nize a fundamental change in the social and political struc
ture and values of our society. The library is for everyone, 
[ ... ]the library is open and accessible to all. 
3. [ ... ]we shall again seek an architectural language particular 
to the character of Vancouver- set upon the rim of the Pacific, 
its cultural roots extending east to Europe and west to Asia, its 
rugged landscape of sea and mountains, its specific fauna and 
flora, indeed, extending to the cultural roots of its native people.55 

Safdie's design centres the building on the site- one square 
block with a total area of 12,000 m 2 (fig. 1). 56 The library consists 
of a seven-storey rectangular core containing open book stacks, 
library services, and circulation. The core is encircled by an el
lipse- a free-standing, precast concrete double shell that holds 
reading and study areas accessed by steel bridges spanning sky lit 
light wells at intervals between rectangle and oval. The library's 
internal glass fac.;ade overlooks an enclosed concourse formed by 
a second elliptical wall that defines the east side of the site. The 
glass-roofed concourse serves as an entry foyer to the library. One 
side of the concourse holds retail shops and cafes; on the other 
side is the library. The second elliptical wall anchors a 21-storey 
federal office tower on the southeast (northeast as built) corner 
of the site. At the northeast (southeast as built) corner, a series of 
buttress walls extends out from the concourse wall consisting of 
three levels of additional retail space and day-care facilities. 57 The 
design for the library made it more than twice as large (32,516 m2

) 

as the previous structure, with seating capacity for 1,400 as com
pared with 350 and room for more than two million volumes. 58 

The rectangular core is topped by a landscaped roof garden 
and amphitheatre. Piazzas, located at the corners of the block facing 
Robson and Homer on the south and Georgia and Homer on the 
north, lead into the concourse. The south piazza encloses a small 
stepped circular amphitheatre replicating the curve of the building 
and intended as a venue for street theatre (fig. 2). Below the con
course on the ground level are an auditorium and meeting rooms. A 
three-level underground car park accommodates just over 700 cars. 

The library is clad in sandstone-coloured precast concrete, as 
is the office tower, whose glazed corner faces the city and the bay. 

In designing Vancouver Library Square, Safdie had to resolve 
the many contradictions of the contemporary library: an imposing 
public structure providing intimate space for personal study and 
intellectual pursuit; the ideal of solitary endeavour giving way to 
community enrichment; elitist vision underscored by democratic 



endorsement. It had to function as a civic monument, visible from 
surrounding areas and adjacent buildings, thus establishing itself 
as the preeminent public building in the city. The challenge for Safdie 
was to design such a building while remaining true to his overall 
philosophy and specific project goals: "And in Vancouver which is 
screaming modern, towers all over the place, different coloured 
glasses, the best and [ ... ] mostly the worst of contemporary com
mercial architecture in a wonderful setting, I did a building that is 
nicknamed the Coliseum which is [ ... ] in some ways a high-tech 
building and in other ways has a memory of ancient libraries."" 

Safdie artfully addressed the site's considerable slope. '0 The 
piazzas on either end of the square form a single warped plane 
that accommodates the natural grade without recourse to com
plicated level changes and barriers. The height of the outer wall 
increasingly opens up as the elevation rises toward the south 
side (north as built), providing an inviting, dynamic sequence 
for both those using the building and passersby, thus establish
ing a connection with "life beyond the block." Bing Thorn ac
knowledges this feature as the one that ultimately determined 
his decision: "I think this was a brilliant stroke of thinking in 
terms of the urban design solution to this unique problem."61 

As Safdie indicated on a sketch, the challenge of this project 
was similar to that of the Ballet Opera House (Toronto, Ontario, 
1987-1990; unbuilt): designing for a city block that divided down
town and midtown and that was itself bordered by streets with 
distinct characteristics. In both projects he explored the idea of a 
corner entrance leading to a "Great Room" (fig. 3). 

The architect separated the building's various features -
especially the entrance foyer or concourse (referred to in the origi
nal submission as the "Urban Room") and other public ameni
ties- from the library proper. This crucial decision allowed him 
to create two quite different environments with separate public 
profiles as stipulated by the building program. 

The glazed concourse is the most dramatic feature of 
Vancouver Library Square, reflecting Safdie's predilection for vast, 
naturally lit spaces (fig. 4). It serves as the interior focus, the "spine" 
of the complex, and connects the exterior and the library itself, 
providing a meeting place for social, cultural, and commercial ac
tivities in all seasons. Thus the animation and vitality of a mercan
tile artery are captured within the concourse. According to Madge 
Aalto, Safdie envisioned the concourse as a kind of Burlington 
Arcade, but as the city owned the building, it negotiated for the 
most lucrative retail establishments, "And so it was Burlington 
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Fig . 13. Salt Lake City Main Public Libra ry. Presentation model 
(photo Peter Vanderwarker) . (Moshe Safdie Archive, CAC, McGill University Libraries) 

Arcade out the window and Yogen Fruz in the front door."" 
Safdie himself calls the promenade "the best public room I've 

ever designed."" The vast welcoming concourse, from which the 
entire organization of the building can be instantly perceived, ori
ents visitors, unifies the structure around it, and facilitates a broad 
field of vision. In a letter to Christopher Hume, the architect wrote: 
"I wanted a scheme where upon arrival you could see each and 
every level for orientation. I decided to make the concourse [ ... ] into 
a space where library meets city, and to make that space feel as the 
foyer of the library as well as an urban room of multiple activities."" 

Safdie pursued the theme of orientation, juxtaposing the na
ture of public space and "the nature of spine" with the elements 
of entry, procession, place, and oasis. Vancouver Library Square 
extends previous studies in the National Gallery of Canada (Ot
tawa, 1983-1988) and the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts (1985-
1991) (fig. 5), while the curved, glazed concourse and elliptical 
spine as elements of public meeting places would become features 
in future projects such as the Shenzhen Cultural Center (Guandong 
Province, China, 1998; unbuilt), National Library Board (Singapore, 
1999; unbuilt), and Salt Lake City Main Library (Utah, 1999; in 
design). The competition proposal for Shenzhen Cultural Center 
featured a seven-storey-high glass wall by means of which visi
tors might orient themselves to the entire building. Similarly, the 
Montreal Museum makes use of a vast, ritualized staircase that 
traces the route through all floors of the museum, while the court
yard, which rises five storeys, permits visitors to orient themselves 
both within the building and to the adjacent urban landscape. 

The overall transparency of the Vancouver Library Square 
design not only permits orientation but, equally importantly, 
expresses in symbolic terms the importance of an inclusive insti
tution and the accessibility of its collections to the public. And 
here, Safdie has succeeded admirably in two of the three inten
tions stated in the submission brief: he has designed a building 
that reflects the youth and vitality of the city and that recognizes 
the public nature of the library. Only in the third goal can he be 
said to have fallen wide of the mark: the "cultural roots" of 
Vancouver are not addressed in the Vancouver Library Square 
design. Nevertheless Safdie's vision that "the library is for ev
eryone [ . .. ] accessible and clearly organized" has been achieved. 
His design embodies the idea that a library should be more than 
a repository of books and computers - that it should reflect a 
city's collective imagination and aspirations. 

As in most of Safdie's !Euvre, natural light remains a vital fea
ture of his design, an organizing principle to clarify space. The ar
chitect noted in his submission brief that the library must be a 
luminous building, for both practical and symbolic purposes. In the 
concourse Safdie uses natural light to dramatic effect. While provid-
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ing protection from the elements, the concourse permits light to fil
ter deeply into the space, animating it with ever-changing patterns. 

The main entrance to the library is located off the concourse, 
thus making the transition from social meeting place to cultural 
repository in a carefully conceived modulation between the bus
tling activity of the concourse and the quiet and serious study 
within the library. 

Safdie's commitment to orientation and clarity of circula
tion is likewise demonstrated within the library. The entry level 
(level2) functions as an "Information Commons" with approxi
mately thirty computer work stations replacing the traditional 
card catalogues and permitting access to online catalogues of the 
library's collections, databases, the World Wide Web, and a CD
ROM network. The objective was to create a building in which 
users can immediately find all departments, facilities, and ameni
ties, which are placed identically on each floor. The organization 
is revealed by the transverse section (fig. 6). 

To achieve flexibility and to accommodate inevitable changes 
in computer technology as well as possible adjustments in library 
configuration, the architect specified open-ended raised access 
floors on each level. From the atrium, the maze of supply and 
return ducts, sprinkler piping, and cable trays with electrical and 
communication wiring is clearly visible through continuous glass 
panes that stretch from each ceiling and terminate at the con
crete slabs between floors . This configuration gives the public a 
bracing glimpse of the structural, technical, and mechanical work
ings of the building, evoking in yet another way the spirit of en
quiry animating the library (fig. 7). 

Within the library, Safdie addressed the paradox inherent in 
large libraries that must reconcile two contradictory functions: 
open, communal areas for discussion and collective learning and 
smaller spaces for concentrated study. The carrel associated with 
medieval monasteries provides one early example of how to of
fer personal space within a larger whole.65 Safdie spoke of want
ing to reinvent the traditional nineteenth-century reading room, 
"a new type of linear reading room where one sits in contact with 
both the city and the library in the presence of others but with 
much more privacy [ ... ] So I began modeling this square sur
rounded by a free-standing circular wall [ ... ] This did not fit on 
the site, so I made it rectangular and the circle became oval."'' 
Once the model was massed, Safdie recognized that the four
tiered organization suggested not only the Coliseum but other 
circular Graeco-Roman structures. "I was surprised - even 
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Fig. 14. Cornelia Hahn Oberlander. 
Original submissions: roof garden and amphitheatre (17 December 1992). 
(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, McGHl University Libraries) 

shocked - as my search had begun without any preconceived 
image of what this library should be as an object in the city."" A 
photograph of eighteen massing models (fig. 8), oddly evocative 
of an exhibition of student works in the Russian Constructivist 
basic course of space discipline of the mid-1920s,68 provides valu
able insight into this process - exploring the various options 
within the context of the site that was ultimately transformed 
into the built form of the Vancouver Public Library. 

Once inside the library, users move throughout the centre 
rectangular block to collect books and study materials and cross 
light steel bridges on levels four, five, and six, leading to reading 
arcades with tables and carrels (figs . 9 and 10). The bridges span 
interstitial light wells, which not only provide daylight through
out but also articulate the spaces into zones, separating and iden
tifying the structural components and lending a sense of scale to 
a building of this size. Safdie has devised an innovative and el
egant method of bringing daylight to all levels of the building 
without compromising the needs of conservation. 

The conventional reading room is reinterpreted into a sequence 
of linear reading galleries that preserve the concept of a community 
of readers and the ritual of the library visit while providing a greater 
level of privacy and connection to the city. Windows along the pe
rimeter offer views out onto the neighboring urban landscape. 

The library develops from Safdie's earlier experience and 
vocabulary, acknowledging a memory of Kahn's meeting room 
at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, California, 
which prompted the idea of a room surrounding the free stacks 
block (fig. 11). 

Earlier in Queen's University Library (Kingston, Ontario, 1990; 
unbuilt), however, Safdie incorporated the idea of intimate study 
spaces in the "house-like" forms surrounding the large stack block. 
And in the National Gallery; instead of locating the public spaces 
at the heart of the building and surrounding them with galleries, 
Safdie reversed the plan and located the colonnade on the exterior. 

Kahn's "meeting house" and its composition of a square 
within a circle inspired Safdie's rectangle within an ellipse in 
Vancouver. Safdie once again used one geometric shape contained 
by another as a point of departure in Shenzhen Cultural Center. 
There the main rectangle was to have been surrounded by an 
elliptical wall linked by bridges to small work areas (fig. 12). There 
are also many formal similarities in Salt Lake City Main Public 
Library where a free-standing elliptical reading spine surrounds 
a triangular form containing the stacks (fig. 13). 

One might ask: did the architectural language of the 
Vancouver Public Library emerge spontaneously, as Safdie claims 
in his letter to Jardinat, as a marvelously historical "answer" to 
the problem of housing texts and one that he "realized" after the 



massing of the model? Or did the architect envision a classically 
allusive structure to anchor - or, indeed, to surpass - the dis
parate architectural elements of a young city like Vancouver? 
Safdie has demonstrated some defensiveness on this issue: ques
tioned by David Beers about the library's mimicking the Coliseum, 
he responded brusquely, "What people call it is their business. At 
moments undoubtedly it looks like some coliseum[ .. . ] But when 
you enter it [ ... ] [y]ou move through the building, and feel the 
technology of construction at each and every moment [ ... ] and 
you're sure to forget the Coliseum. So the fact that you can come 
from outside, with its roots in the past of Rome and Europe, and 
enter this world is to be the success of the building."69 

The jury debated the Coliseum comparison, which according 
to Bing Thorn "worked as a negative element."70 Clearly the jury 
was concerned that the reference to the classical past might under
mine the project's appeal, intimating a grandiose and extinct struc
ture completely antithetical to the architect's claimed vision for a 
building that would both reflect and inspire the city and its citizenry. 

Behind many of Safdie's projects is the ideological impetus 
to provide everyone with access to a garden: "Both in urban in
stitutional and residential projects, the metaphor is for an ap
proach[ .. . ] harmonious with nature."' ' As originally conceived, 
the roof garden and amphitheatre were to be an integral part of 
Safdie's design, located above the rectangular core of the main 
library block and accessible from both staff and visitors' eleva
tors. The garden was designed by Cornelia Hahn Oberlander, a 
Vancouver landscape architect with whom Safdie had collabo
rated at the National Gallery of Canada. Oberlander's two de
sign concepts show paved areas surrounding formal gardens with 
seating and flowering trees around the perimeter (figs. 14 and 
15). But Safdie proposed a less formal approach. 72 

At ground level, Oberlander conceived of paved plazas and 
Liriodendron tulipifera trees encircling Library Square and Mor
gan maple trees, as requested by the city, on Georgia Street. The 
northeast (southeast as built) side of the building, which housed 
retail and day-care facilities, featured cascading roses and white 
flowering dogwoods in planter boxes. 

The comparison between Vancouver Library Square, 
Shenzhen Cultural Center and Salt Lake City Main Library con
tinues. In Shenzhen a roof-top garden was to have included an 
amphitheatre. Likewise the design for Salt Lake City's library 
incorporates a roof-top garden above the triangular core. 

Safdie uses the fat;ade to comment on the passage of time in 
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Fig . 15. Cornelia Hahn Oberlander. 
Original submissions: roof garden and amphitheatre (17 December 1992). 
(Moshe Safdie Archive, CAC, McGill University Libraries) 

practice, technology, and tradition. The multi-tiered elliptical shell 
of both the library and the tower is constructed of an outer facing 
of large-scale precast concrete panels made with local red granite 
aggregate. During the construction process, these elements served 
as form work for the cast in situ concrete structure (fig. 16). 

The fenestration, tiers, and columns provide a rhythmic sub
division of the long elevation and moderate the difference in lev
els between the tower and library. The precast cladding of the 
outer shells - dense, gravity-bound, classically detailed- gives 
way to a modernist glazed interior. Inside and out, the building 
changes with context and circumstance (fig. 17). 

The building is composed of two kinds of space: the public 
space- exuberant, flooded with light and activity- and that of 
the library proper - introverted and calm, with controlled soft 
light and removed from the hustle and bustle of urban life. The 
contradictions of the contemporary library are thus not hidden 
but affirmed. Moreover, the transparent concourse makes the li
brary appear open and inviting. From the exterior one thus sees 
a building that celebrates people and movement. Vancouver Li
brary Square's symbolic impact derives not from its stated mis
sion as a repository of knowledge but from its social function. 
Perhaps this is a true reflection of the library's evolved role as a 
"high-traffic showplace for information and technology."73 

Safdie has spoken of the concourse as "a new kind of public 
space[ ... ] an active city room which transcends the urban shop
ping center."74 This it does: facing each other across the concourse 
are the library and the shops, and so while sipping coffee at one 
of the cafes, one can see the library, its taut, glazed skin revealing 
the building. The social and educational realms are thus brought 
together in a welcoming habitat. 

Vancouver Library Square as Built 

Safdie's original design did undergo a number of modifications 
as stipulated by the jury prior to the awarding of the commission. 
None of these, however, affected the elemental spirit of the project.75 

The principal design modification involved relocating the 
federal office tower from the Robson/ Hamilton comer on the 
southeast to the Georgia/Hamilton comer on the northeast in 
order to solve three problems: the tower as originally designed 
intruded 42 feet into the Cambie Street and Tenth Avenue view 
corridor, presenting its widest dimension there; moreover, the 
tower placed the scheme's open space on Robson Street and the 
library roof into shadow for much of the day. And the tower 
would be too close to an approved 16-storey hotel tower across 
Robson Street. The reconfiguration would provide full sunlight 
on the public spaces on the Robson and Hamilton sides of the 
site76 (fig. 18 and see also fig. 1). 
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Fig . 16. Details of outer 
precast concrete panels. 
(Moshe Sa fdie Archive, CAC , 

McGill University Libraries) 

The position of the tower better reflects the formality and 
ceremonial scale of Georgia, a street of commercial high-rises, 
and the shops at the lower level of the building, now moved to 
the southeast side, respond more fully to Robson, one of 
Vancouver's informal, pedestrian-oriented shopping streets (fig. 
19). On the other hand, the tower now blocks the view of the 
library where it would have been visible from the Georgia Street 
viaduct with its piazzas blending with rather than challenging 
the neighbouring Queen Elizabeth Theatre and the CBC plazas. 

Major changes were required to meet the functionality of 
the library program. One of the key issues was the need to modify 
the library floor plates by filling in the atrium spaces, eliminat
ing bridges, and reducing the perimeter of the library. Aalto was 
concerned that the floor plates as designed exposed galleries at 
each end of the building: "The galleries are not only difficult to 
supervise, but of greater concern to us is the difficulty for our 
staff to interact with our patrons."" 

Safdie was unhappy with this proposed solution, noting that 
filling in the end spaces would result in "continuous undifferen
tiated" floor plates. More importantly, he saw the question of the 
light wells as a matter defining the architect's role: that is, the 
process of consultation with library staff members was intended 
to open up discussion, particularly about utilitarian or functional 
matters, but the aesthetic authority and vision of the architect 
must not be compromised. "As such, the light wells are not an 
idea put forward by the architect to be decided by referendum, 
but are a design position and a firm recommendation[ ... ] There 
might not be much reference in the program to such issues but I 
assure you that it is those subtle questions, in addition to obvi
ous operational issues, that will make the difference between a 
great and a mediocre library" " (fig. 20). 

The result was that Safdie partially filled in the north and 
south atria but maintained the bridge links and so retained the 
geometric identity of the rectangle and ellipse (fig. 21). One be
low-grade floor was eliminated while a second was "raised," thus 
providing natural light in all staff areas. 

It was also stipulated that all unprogrammed space (1,291 
m' ) be deleted. The original design, which was estimated at $15-
25 million over the $100 million budget, was revised. 

The presence of the garden and amphitheatre was greatly 
reduced in the modified plan for Vancouver Library Square. 
While the complexity, cost, and appropriateness in Vancouver's 
weather were debated, the city council was unanimous in its 
decision that the roof garden be off limits to the public. 

In a letter to Clyde N. Hosein, Facilities Development man
ager, Safdie wrote, "The roof garden was incorporated as a fully 
landscaped and accessible garden in the design submitted to 
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Fig . 17. Southwest elevation: 
Robson and Homer Streets 
(photo T. Hursley) . (Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, 

McGill University Libra ries) 

Council [ ... ] Given the enor
mous public interest in the 
roof garden its deletion signals 
a lack of credibility in the pub
lic process."" But Aalto con

sidered the logistical nightmare of administrating such a garden: 
"From the library's point of view, it offered little but problems, 
[patrons] taking books [there] and leaving them behind, drop
ping them off the edge of the building. You may be thinking that 
people wouldn't do that but I can assure you they would[ ... ] No, 
I don't regret its loss other than sympathizing with Moshe and 
Cornelia's vision of what could have been."80 

Archambault explains that "the demise of the roof garden 
was ultimately caused by the addition of a two-storeyed shell 
space for future expansion. Outdoor space was limited to two 
small terraces at either end of the oval and the roof was designed 
to be viewed from the Public Works Canada office tower and 
other future high-rise buildings adjoining the site."" 

The addition of the two floors had further repercussions. In a 
letter to Mayor Campbell, Safdie expressed his concern that the 
addition of the two floors would render the building "extremely 
top heavy, losing the airy quality of the original design." Safdie 
proposed adding only one floor, but Campbell remained adamant.82 

The redesigned garden could be seen only from the two-storey 
provincial government space, set back from the central volume. 
Oberlander described the final roof garden as a "new concept in 
'greening' tall buildings. As seen from adjacent towers, the only 
visually accessible roof of the Library simulates the Lower Main
land. The blue grass echoes the Fraser River while the green grass 
is land. Higher elevations are represented with the rich deep green 
of kinnikinnick. It is a low maintenance planting"83 (fig. 22). 

On 12 June 1992, following twelve weeks of negotiations and 
design modifications, Safdie presented his newly revised plan to the 
city council. He was awarded the commission and authorized to pro
ceed with the design of Vancouver Library Square and, when asked 
what compromises had been made, publicly stated, "There are none."84 

Inauguration 

Fast-tracked construction permitted the library to be ready in an 
astonishing 26 months, "on time and on budget."85 The inaugura
tion of Vancouver Library Square was highlighted by "Litterazzle: 
A Family Festival," a ten-day celebration leading up to the open
ing of the library. The festivities began with "Operation Bookworm" 
on 21 May 1995, a symbolic transferral of 10,000 books from the 
old library to Library Square, followed by Literazzi, a gala event 
on 24 May and culminating in the official opening ceremonies on 
26 May presided over by Mayor Philip Owen, who had succeeded 



Fig . 18. Vancouver Library 
Square as built. Aerial view 
(photo T. Hursley). 

(Moshe Safdie Archive, CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

Gordon Campbell 
in 1994. 

Twelve hun
dred people filled 
the concourse for 
the opening cer
emonies while an
other thousand 
lined up outside 

the doors. Much of the discourse in the architectural community 
was negative in tone and focused on the exterior of the building, 
the alleged excess of its concrete envelope, its Coliseum-like form 
which was seen as an inapt trope, its assertiveness, and its irrel
evance to Vancouver. In an essay entitled "Toga Party," Bruce Haden 
censured both the building and the public that endorsed its con
struction: "The Coliseum offers an easily imageable monument, a 
reassuring adornment to a city uncertain of its status. Obviously 
the graphic pow appeals to Vancouverites, but so does its anti-mo
dernity."86 And John Bentley Mays was scathing in his appraisal: 
"Mr. Safdie's $106 million mixed-use complex is my first encounter 
with a wholesale plunk-down of the Roman Colosseum's impos
ing ruin in the middle of a North American city. Or something like 
a ruin, anyway [ . .. ) The result of this gaming with historical types 
and figures is phantasmagorical [ ... ] which perhaps helps explain 
why almost every architect and architectural historian I spoke with 
in Vancouver considers it an abomination."87 Yet Safdie may have 
answered Mays's caustic charges in a lecture he delivered in 1989: 
"There is a clear if confusing difference between the world of stage 
sets and real life. Or, as beautifully stated by August Peret, 'Will the 
building make a beautiful ruin?' "88 

Witold Rybczynski sotmded a positive note: "Safdie' s approach 
is understandable. Western cities, unlike Montreal and Toronto, aren't 
lucky enough to have a solid heritage of nineteenth-century build
ings[ . .. ] The Colosseum-like structure is memorable, but it is also 
an ingenious architectural solution [ . .. ] Most library lobbies are for
bidding sorts of places. This one isn' t. It's a surmy, informal and 
bustling sort of place that appears to suit Vancouverites to a T."89 

Despite his scorn, Mays acknowledged the pleasure that the 
public apparently took in the library: "The crowds of patrons and 
visitors I observed during drop-bys seemed to be minded other
wise, however, zestily using both library and commercial con
course as though grumpy architects did not exist. "90 Mays's 
admission is significant: along with Haden and Rybczynski, he 
acknowledged the disparity in tone between the professional and 
public discourse on Safdie's design, and observed that in so many 
of the architect's public projects the critics are harsh while the 
public- along with the popular press- embrace the work whole-
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Fig . 19. View of south· 
east corner: Robson 
and Hamilton Streets . 
(Moshe Safdie Archive, 

CAC, McGill University 

Libraries) 

heartedly. Th e 
Vancouver Sun 
devoted an en
tire section to 
"Your New Li

brary" in its edition of 24 May 1995, just before the inauguration, 
and The Link of 31 May 1995 announced the opening of 
"Vancouver's gorgeous new library," emphasizing its role as "[a) 
community resource beyond compare." " The Vancouver Courier 
touted the public's enthusiasm: "It's obvious Vancouverites like 
the new design[ ... ] People haven't stopped talking about the an
cient-looking design and it would be difficult to find a Vancouverite 
not excited about touring the complex. Ambivalence is scarce."" 

Ambivalence may have been scarce, but uncertainty was 
articulated by Robin Ward, writing in The Weekend Sun : "It's stop
you-in-your-tracks architecture, but will Library Square patrons 
encounter a functional environment as they explore a building 
based on the artifact of a crumbling European civilization?"93 And 
criticism also focused on the city council's decision to reduce the 
library's operating budget, thus curtailing sharply the library's 
hours: "What did Vancouver council think voters were saying in 
1990 when they approved $30 million[ ... ] We're pretty sure they 
wanted a bigger, better library, not a $100 million-plus monu
ment they could admire from outside its closed doors. "94 

Five Years Later 

On 26 May 2000, Vancouver Library Square celebrated its fifth an
niversary with a five-day festival that included readings, music, 
theatre, and children's entertainment culminating in an all-clay street 
fair. Five years seems an appropriate point from which to judge the 
impact of the project. On a pragmatic level, the primary rationale 
for the building of the new library was the inadequacy of the former 
building. Library Square was designed to expand with the needs of 
a growing population and increasingly sophisticated technology. 

In an interview, Madge Aalto emphasized her satisfaction: 
"The design works as we had planned it to do [ ... ] people coming 
in for a quick piece of research or a book to borrow come into the 
core of the building and spend relatively little time there; those 
coming in for a day or an extended period of research and study 
tend to settle in the reading galleries."95 

Sue Yates, planning librarian, was equally enthusiastic about 
the functionality of the library. Asked what she would change in 
terms of the design, she said the escalators that rise through the 
centre of the building produce an irritating "white noise," but 
she conceded that they provide the patrons with immediate ori
entation in the library.96 

Aware of the changing role of libraries at the end of the twen-
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Fig . 20 . Moshe Safdie Sketchbook 
No. 75 (12 June 1992). 
(Moshe Safdie Archive, CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

Fig. 21. Plan of library level 5. 
(Moshe Safdie Archive , CAC, 

McGill University Libraries) 

tieth century, Yates spoke of 
the library's expanding mis
sion to connect with the larger 
community. Despite the fact 
that people are accessing the 
library's resources increas
ingly from the workplace, 

home, and schools, she maintains that the library must continue 
to preserve its communal character by establishing in a physical 
place a sense of collective endeavor! 7 

Michael Seelig, Professor of Urban Planning at the Univer
sity of British Columbia, saw "a great opportunity missed [ ... ] 
which could have created a public precinct. In the evening noth
ing is happening in the area." Nevertheless, he notes that most 
people enjoy the building: "regardless of what they think of the 
outside[ ... ] its huge indoor street is outstanding. The library is 
well equipped, well run. Many people use it. It is amazing."'" 

On the issue of the library's role as an anchor in an area that the 
city had slated for urban renewal, Kyle Mitchell observes that the 
library was "most definitely a catalyst in the redevelopment of the 
eastern part of downtown." He credits the building, along with the 
upgrading of zoning in Yaletown, as having created "a vibrant resi
dential area with great restaurants, commercial spaces, and a prolif
eration of high-tech companies." Yet he indicates that urban 
development was only an ancillary issue: Library Square's primary 
goal was to establish a central downtown library as a civic symbol." 

Shortly after the Library Square project began, plans were 
approved for the building of GM Place, a sports and entertain
ment arena located to the east of Library Square. In late 1994, the 
Ford Centre for the Performing Arts, also a Safdie design, opened 
on Homer Street. Several high-rise residential buildings and ho
tels have since been integrated into the surrounding area. 

In order to get an overview of patron response to Library 
Square, four interviews were conducted at the library on the 
evening of 18 July 2000. 100 Each person was asked 18 open-ended 
questions, and each interview lasted approximately 15 minutes. 

A 29-year-old journalist works at CBC across the street and 
frequents the library daily during work breaks. "I like it. My 
favourite things are the colours and the lighting. It has a light and 
airy feel [ ... ] I feel comfortable spending time in this building [ ... ] 
I don' t use the arcades. Walking over the bridges is too creepy. I get 
vertigo. The concourse could have been more selective with the 
choice of vendors. It feels a little too corporate / commercial [ ... ]A 
garden would have been really nice to get out of the city fray. " 

A retired printer about 65 years old visits the library four or 
five times a week. "I think it's terrible. It's a very poor copy of an 
old Roman building. There is tremendous wasted space and it func-
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tions poorly. The library shouldn't have moved to such an expen
sive building if it couldn't afford it." He thinks the concourse is 
"probably the best place in the building.It' sa good communal place 
for chatting." Asked about the roof-top garden, "It's an example of 
poor planning again. A public garden would have been very nice." 

A bank officer in her early fifties uses the library twice a 
month and says that she never went to the old library. "It's a nice 
building. Since it's Roman-style architecture that is rare in 
Canada, it's unique. Also it's a new building. It's quiet and spa
cious; even when the library is really busy [it] feels quiet. How
ever, there's too much concrete around the building; it would be 
better with more greenery. The concourse is bad; it's dirty. The 
area conflicts with the main purpose of a library." 

A university student in his twenties visits the library once a 
month. "I like the aesthetic. The social element of the concourse 
is good; it's nice that it's close by. The atmosphere is nice, there's 
lots of glass, the shape is cool; it's clean and the chairs are comfy." 
He spends most of his time in the arcades: "I like them. Looking 
down from them is interesting. I'm not scared." He likes the con
course: "It's convenient to go down for a snack. I'm mad that 
McDonald's is part of the complex and the food in general is too 
expensive. This is a community building and the stores don't 
relate to the community." When asked about the proposed roof 
garden, he said, "I would like to see it." 

Conclusion 

Although the considerable strength of public support for 
Safdie's design for Vancouver Library Square helped to defend 
the project against its critics, the almost unanimous desire to keep 
the roof garden did not manage to save this element in the final 
version. The fact remains that the inclusion of public discourse 
did not significantly influence design issues in Vancouver Library 
Square. Although, as Adele Freedman points out, during the com
munity phase of the project the media became an extension of 
public opinion,101 there was little real dialogue between the archi
tect and the public. Certainly the professional sniping over the 
design of Vancouver Library Square impeded the project's recep
tion not at all; if anything, the rancorous discourse seemed to fuel 
popular approval of the design. Ultimately this aesthetic debate 
seems to crystallize the ambiguous role of public opinion in civic 
architecture: the apparent tension between popular acceptance 
of a building intended for community use and professional dis
dain for exactly the sort of design that might engage the imagina-



tion of a layperson. Despite the resistance and even outright op
position to the design of the complex, Vancouver Library Square 
is a remarkably compelling public building, encompassing as it 
does a vibrant community centre and a library dedicated to the 
city's idealism and spirit of intellectual endeavour. 
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